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Backed by meticulous research coupled with pragmatic real-life application, A Winning Bet in

Nevada Baccarat is the definitive guide to using mathematics to gain the upper hand in betting. In

this book, you will find techniques comparable to those Edward Thorp proved in his revolutionary

book Beat the Dealer. Thorp and William Walden, two leading mathematical experts, have

developed a betting system for Nevada Baccarat that is your key to gaining an edge. Thorp has

shown time and again his skill in exploiting mathematical anomalies. Both in the stock market-

where his legendary hedge funds have consistently trounced market returns decade after

decade-and the casino, Thorpe has turned his mathematical prowess into a practical, reproducible

system of winning plays. The strategy behind this ingenuous system for Nevada Baccarat is clearly

and succinctly laid out as the system for placing a winning bet. Accompanied with extensive

diagrams, charts, and mathematical formulas, this method for success in gambling again proves

revolutionary. Using tested scientific methods, A Winning Bet in Nevada Baccarat will show you how

to:  Understand the fundamentals of Nevada Baccarat  Recognize when the side bet has a positive

expectation  Use ruin probabilities to stay on top in the game  Determine when to bet on the Banker

and when to bet on the Player  Calculate when to stop playing to minimize loss By recognizing the

similarities between Nevada Baccarat and Blackjack, a highly-analyzed game, the authors have

applied their expertise in applied mathematics in order to win bets on the fast-paced Nevada

Baccarat. Drawing off the effective Kelly system for betting, A Winning Bet in Nevada Baccarat

further develops a system through sound mathematics for a simpler method to place better bets and

avoid financial ruin. For players new to the game of Nevada Baccarat, or experienced players who

wish to gain an advantage through a proven mathematical approach, A Winning Bet in Nevada

Baccarat is an essential read.
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This book comes across like a PhD dissertation and considering the brilliance of Edward O. Thorp, it

could have been! He was awarded the title Father of Card Counting when he wrote Beat the Dealer:

A Winning Strategy for the Game of Twenty-One (Vintage), which kicked off a whole sub-genre of

how-to-win at gambling books.I'm wary of most of the other stuff out there and don't really feel like I

need it since I've found Thorp's books so useful. If you have a penchant for mathematics, this book

indeed provides you the meticulous research and practical casino play advice for Nevada Baccarat

(a widely played variation of Chemin de Fer that is played in numerous Nevada casinos and

throughout the world).

This book is a republication of a research journal article Thorp published in 1963: "A Favorable Side

Bet in Nevada Baccarat," co-authored with William Walden. In the early 60's, there was a natural 8/9

side bet available in Northern NV, and Thorp spent some time beating it. After he burnt out the side

bet, he published his research about the side bet. There is absolutely nothing useful in this book for

the modern player or casino interested in game protection. For the Ph.D. mathematician or

statistican, Thorp's original article can be found with a simple Google search. This book seems like

a money grab by Thorp, trading his good name for a quick buck on material that is over 50 years old

and is essentially useless in today's casino environment.

Nobody would be able to apply any of the information in this book. NOT a single sentence. NONE!!!

Even if you have a PhD in Mathematics. It is very dry, boring and totally UNPRACTICAL. I have

wasted $9.95.
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